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PART – A 

 (Answer any three questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks) 
 

I. (1). Listout any two resources texts for  Traditional Kerala architecture with authors.    

(2). Identify the SI system equivalent values for standardized units ‘Kol/Hasta’ and ‘Angulam’.      

(3). Write about ‘Parama Sayika-padavinyasa’.       

(4). Differentiate between ‘samathatham’ and ‘padonam’ in ‘Gunamsa’ proportions.            

(5). Brief about reasons for giving high and ornamented plinths.             (3 x 2 = 6) 

 

 

PART – B 

(Answer any four of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks) 

 

II. (1). Write about the classification of vastu.   

(2). Write about the mixed mode of construction in Kerala architecture.                      

(3). Identify the categorization of dimensional systems and basic units.           

(4). Illustrate different types of plots according to shape.    

(5). Brief about ‘aayam-vyayam’ and its ideal condition.            

(6). Point out the optional positions of different rooms in a typical ‘chatussala’   

      model residence.            

(7). Explain the parts of a ‘nalukettu’ with the help of a sketch.       (4 x 6= 24) 

 

PART – C 

(Answer any of the three units from the following.  Each question carries 15 marks) 

 

UNIT –I 

 

III. (a). Write about the roles of each kind of ‘silpin’ at a site.                 (8) 

(b). Brief about the resource materials, content and their authors in vastu.    (7) 

 

OR 
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IV.  Explain the development of Indian architecture.    (15) 

 

UNIT-II 

 

V. Explain in detail with figures about ‘sun observation/sanku sthapana’  method to determine  

    cardinal direction      (15) 

     

OR 
 

VI. Differentiate between proportional and absolute dimensioning systems in detail.   (15) 

 

UNIT-III 
 

VII. Explain in detail the significance with formulae for all the six aspects of ‘ayadishadvargam”    

        calculations of the prime dimension.  (15) 

 

OR 

 

VIII. Explain the positioning of buildings in sites according to the concept of ‘Khandam’ (15) 

 

UNIT-IV 

 

IX. Draw the 6 types of ‘dwisalas’ and identify their qualities with respect to directions (15) 

 

OR 

 

X. Elaborate about the evolution and combination ‘salas’ regarding the social and family 

    construct of traditional times with sketches.   (15) 


